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One of Hütte’s most recent series of pictures shows flowers: wilted cut flowers that seem 
to willfully grow from the lower edge into the picture as a still life. All the photographs in 
this series were taken in specific lighting conditions in Hütte’s studio and then brought 
into their finished form by means of a relatively simple pictorial manipulation, namely by 
reversing all the colors. Against a matte black background—printed either on aluminum 
or on large-format sheets of paper—the plants tower into the viewer’s field of vision in a 
strange way, glowing from within, while the original shadows seem to follow them like 
ghostly veils of light.  
 
As surreal as the Flowers may appear and as much as the plants in these pictures seem 
to be ghosts of themselves, locating these series of photographs solely within an 
alluring, dark-to-metallic counter-world is far too simplistic. The production method of the 
color reversal is first a purely technical operation; a controlled experiment of seeing 
habits. The technique, however, is not aimed at a total illusion or at overwhelming the 
eyes with the fascination of a completely other world, but clearly recognizes the timeless, 
primal beauty of the motifs as an autonomous quality of the photographs.  
 
The consciousness that each photograph can not only be changed, improved, or 
manipulated has become common knowledge. Where a suitable app on a mobile phone 
can optimize or distort one’s own selfies, artificiality is not a deviation, but another 
normal case. Within this framework, a photograph that understands itself as thoroughly 
contemporary art has a greater capacity to reflect on the artificiality of images. In their 
respective idiosyncratic ways, all of Axel Hütte’s pictures do justice to this circumstance.  
 
Applied to a different subject, a similar approach obscures a group of images depicting 
baroque interiors. Without any perspective distortions, the images depict their subjects in 
a frontal and central view. These otherwise “classic” photographic representations of 
architecture then undergo a complete destabilization of the viewers’ expectations by the 
reversal of all color values. Julian Heynen describes the effects of this pictorial strategy 
as follows: 
 
“(…) Whereas a negative is normally only a stage on the way to the finished 
photographic product, now it becomes a picture. There is nothing missing from the motif 
– apart from the colours it has. Yet they are not simply absent, as in a black-and-white 
photograph, or added later by hand. If anything, it is as if the colours have been plunged 
into their own shadows. And although the linear structures of these spaces are relatively 
easy to read, the negative counterparts of the original colours are much harder to 
decode. The delineation of spaces and decorations in the historic interiors where Hütte 
has tried out these methods provide anchors for any comparisons with reality, but the 
altered colours make the spaces appear confusingly unreal.  
 
 
 



       

 
They become paradoxical ghostly realms, eerie doppelgangers of themselves. One 
might even talk of the undead, given that some places – historic interiors in particular – 
once had a ‘life’ of their own.1’ 
 
From out of the general flood of images, Hütte’s oeuvre and his most recent works 
uphold—with increasing intensity—a form of surrealism based on reality that 
substantially complicates our customary approach to the paradigm of photography while 
granting the viewer a massive scope for the free-floating power of imagination. 
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1 Heynen, Julian „Spectres of Sights“ in: Axel Hütte - Magical Flowers - Imperial Rooms, 2020, Ed. Hütte, 
Axel, p. 35/36 translation by Fiona Elliott 
 


